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Web of Science Search
This document is supposed to give you a quick insight into Web of Science and ist features. It was not meant to be an in-depth
guide. In case you would like to know more about Web of Science, please contact the Central Library at -3661.

How to get started

The best way to start Web 
of Science (WoS) is to use 
the link on the library‘s 
website. This link includes 
special features like:

• DKFZ subscription 
information

• link to document delivery 
form

You may also add this link 
to your bookmarks.

General search tips

Language

Wildcard characters

Language:
Enter your search terms in English because all citations are entered
in English regardless to the article‘s original language.

Wildcard characters:
Use $ to replace zero or one character (colo$r). It is useful for 
finding variations in e.g. British and American spellings.
Use ? to replace one character only (organi?ation). This is useful for 
finding variations in the spelling.
* stands for any number of replaced characters (from zero to n)
These truncation symbols can be used within a word or phrase as 
well as at the end of a word or phrase. You may not use a symbol at 
the beginning!

General search tips

Phrase searching

SAME

Phrase Searching:
To search for an exact phrase, enter the phrase in quotation marks.
Example: “stem cell”
You may truncate a phrase that is within quotes to retrieve 
variations in spelling and plural forms.
SAME:
SAME works similarly to AND, but is more restrictive. Terms must 
occur within the same sentence in any order, where “sentence” is 
generally a period-delimited string. A sentence is equal to a 
sentence in an article abstract, an article title, a string of keywords, 
or an author’s address. Within keyword fields, the SAME operator 
will retrieve records with search terms in the same keyword 
phrase.
Example:  stem SAME cell
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Boolean Operators:
Because the search for  a 
subject term  might return 
too many hits, it may help to 
reduce the number of results 
by combining search terms 
with Boolean Operators. 

The shaded circles show the 
search result when the 
search term is combined with 
“OR” or “NOT” (excludes one 
term) or “AND”  (combines 
the search terms with each 
other) .

General Search

The General Search page

offers six searchable fields.

Topic Article titles, Abstracts, 
Author Keywords, 
KeyWords Plus

“white oak” or “quercus alba”
drug resistan*

Author Searches any author on 
the paper Wallen K

For “Franz Schröder” search for
Schroder F* OR Schroeder F*

Group Author Group or organization 
credited with authorship

Aberdeen Lung Cancer Group
Beta Cell Biology Consortium

Publication Name Journal title Czech Journal of Food Sciences 
Progress in Brain Research 

Publication Year Year article was 
published

1999
2003-2005

Address Searches abbreviated 
author affiliations

Emory Univ, Dept Biol, 

Funding Agency Searches funding agency 
name

Australian Research Council

Grant number Searches grant number P01*
DP0342590

General Search

WoS starts with the
General Search page:  

drop-down box for
search field lists
by default combined
with „AND“
possibility to add fields
define your time-span to
limit your results
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Refine Results Box 

enter additional search
terms
select subject areas

select /exclude e.g. 
document types, 
authors, source titles, 
publ. years, languages

Analyze your results

Use this for advanced
refine options.

Adanced Search

allows you to create
complex queries

use field tags 
set combinations with
Boolean Operators and
paranthesis

Refine Box

AnalyzingTool

Print, send or save to a 
reference software

export directly from your
titel list or add titles from
different searches within
your session to marked
list box
select the requested
fields for the output
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How to get the fulltext

Click on the blue DKFZ 
symbol to see whether the
library is holding a 
subscription or to order 
the article via document
delivery service of your
library. This service is free
of charge to all DKFZ 
members.

Search History

shows all perfomed
searches within one
session

allows you to combine
searches

will be erased as soon as
you start a new session
or close your browser

for saving searches use
the personalized ISI

Personalized ISI 

register first (free)

save your searches

create citation alerts
or RSS feeds
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Special features -
Citation Report

Generate a Citation Report 
by clicking on the button
link above the list.

You will obtain graphs and
the summary of the
citation analysis, with the
total number of citations
the average citation rate 
per article, and the h-
index.

Special features -
Cited Reference Search

The Cited Reference 
Search enables you to
search for cited authors or
to search for cited articles. 

You may even find 
inaccurate citations of an 
article.

Special features -
Impact Factor
You may find the impact
factor of a journal if you
click on „View the journal‘s
impact factor“.      OR
Switch the database to
search in the „Journal 
Citation Report“ database.
You‘ll find the database
within the Web of
Knowledge databases or
on the library‘s website.

Type in your article details
and run the search. Then
select articles and finish 
your search. You‘ll receive
a list of all citing articles.


